Slope 2% max. (See Note #6 and ODOT STD. DRG. NO. RD759 for Details)

Furnishing Zone

Transition Panel to Ramp Landing

1. Sidewalk Ramp Details are based on US DOT Requirements.
2. See STD. DRG. NO. P-540 for Curbs and P-551 for Sidewalks.
3. Tool荷 joints are required at all sidewalk ramp slope break lines.
4. Sidewalk curb ramp slopes shown are relative to the true level horizon (zero bubble).
5. Place truncated dome detectable warning surface 6" from face of curb adjacent to traffic. The width of the detectable warning shall be the same width as the ramp throat. Detectable warnings shall be Federal Yellow. See ODOT STD. DRG. NO. RD759 for Details not shown.
6. Ramp wing flares may be 10% max. slope relative to street grade.
7. Check the gutter flow depth to assure that the design flood does not overtop the back of sidewalk. Place inlet at upstream side or perform other approved design mitigation if back of ramp landing is less than 3" above gutter line.
8. A curb return instead of ramp wing may only be used when the ramp is protected from pedestrian crossing (by handrail or similar acceptable barrier) or when the adjacent furnishing zone is landscaped.
9. Ramps must be ADA compliant. Construct all ramps perpendicular to curb measured at ramp centerline.
10. Curb ramp at street interface shall be within legal crosswalk and have a maximum algebraic grade break of 11% (Street cross slope to ramp grade).
11. Maintain existing curb return/corner radius for retrofits unless otherwise directed.
12. Provide minimum 1 foot clear (free from vertical obstructions, including curbs) at back of landings.